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Simple Chores
Sometimes when you want to do the laundry, you do not
understand how to start the machine. You also do not have
laundry detergent. Then you look all over the apartment
where you are staying to see if you can find the small bag of
detergent you know the renters of the apartment have
somewhere because they did their own laundry and even
offered to do yours, only you did not think it was such a big
deal to do laundry and you wanted to protect them from
having to see your underwear, or maybe you were ashamed
of your underwear even though it is nice underwear and
comfortable. There does not seem to be laundry detergent
anywhere in the apartment, which is so odd because you
have this mental picture of the white plastic sack with vivid
Spanish lettering. In that sack there is at least enough
detergent for the small load you have in mind to do. But the
sack is nowhere to be found, even after you’ve opened
some drawers which might be considered impolite to open
in your search. Thank goodness you are not a judgmental
person in the least. You simply shut the drawers and think
things over. It is your great fortune that in this apartment
complex reside some relatives of yours and of these people
who own or rent the apartment in which you have been
searching. You visit the relatives. In your request for laundry
detergent you use simple words like “soap” and make
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gestures to help the relatives understand that what you

not begin. What begins is strange letters where once the

really need is a particular kind of soap made to clean

numbers 125 were lodged. By the strange letters you come

clothes. Oh yes! These relatives have the soap and it comes

to understand a predicament: your card cannot

in a green bottle with mostly English writing. Then there are

communicate with this machine. As you look all over the

the actual machines. The machines are the type you would

room for evidence related to the function of these machines

be used to if you had not grown accustomed to washing

which now house your clothes and the capful of soap you

your clothes in the particular machines you have at your

borrowed from your relatives whose bottle you have already

house a thousand miles away. It is easy enough to reorient

returned, you see that there is another machine which has

yourself to the machines and their openings and the steps it

another purpose in the laundry room. The machine’s

takes to prepare the correct cycle and where to pour the

purpose is to dispense cards! You silly. The cards from this

detergent from the cap of the green bottle. Less easy is the

machine may only be purchased through the use of five,

method of payment. You feel silly, but it comes as a surprise

ten, or twenty dollar bills. You know of these bills, but you

to you that these are not the type of machines where all the

do not currently have any. You walk back to the apartment.

hard labor is over once the clothes and the soap have been

You do not want to trouble the relatives again. Before you

added and the water levels and temperatures and the vigor

reach the apartment, because in your mounting puzzlement

of the swishing to come have all been determined by the

you are walking a little slowly, a man appears with the

pressing of buttons and turning of knobs. No, these

accoutrements of a laundry mission. He has soap! He has a

machines are different because these machines must earn

lump of concealing canvas! He, you know, must have

their keep. You have never used this type of machine which

information. You ask him for the closest location of a five

refuses to be paid by coins or sliding bills. This type of

dollar bill. I always just go to Ralph’s, he says. You are almost

machine needs a card. You are lucky to have some cards in

a local. You know that Ralph’s is the grocery mart of this

your wallet you think will do the trick, so you return. You

town, and you say, of course. Of course, but I am also

return the green bottle with your thanks. You return to the

traveling from another locale, and where is this Ralph’s? In

other apartment and find a card. You return to the room

which direction? The man is very friendly and able to abet

where your clothes are waiting, not too forlorn. When you

your finding of the Ralph’s where you will be able to acquire

return, you see, when you insert your card, the magic does

five dollar bills. You leave the complex and walk across the
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broad boulevard and down the jacaranda fragrant street to

accepts and tells you two things clearly: The laundry costs

Ralph’s. You find a green juice drink you will be able to enjoy

$1.75. The laundry will be clean in 23 minutes. The dawn

later in the day, and you request extra money from the

foolishness of your battle with these machines is upon you.

machine that helps you leave the store with your purchases.

You must not speak of your efforts to the relatives in this

The machine does not know, however, that what is most

building. What! In their dismay they would punish

useful to you is not the particular bills with their particular

themselves for not thinking to force you to give them your

presidents which the machine offers. You are having a

laundry at an earlier hour. They would flog themselves

particular day. Then, as fortune would have it, there is

mercilessly for every step you took down streets, down

another kind man. This man wears a red apron and has the

hallways, across the very laundry room floor where your

task of assisting people like you who need things at Ralph’s.

clothes could emerge, victorious, in less than one half hour.

You tell him that instead of this one bill of larger value, you

The clothes shall ever remain your secret simple chore.

need several of smaller value, and he is pleased to abide.
You walk again the purple blossomed car paths of this town,
ready at last to greet the machines up the way with
cognizance and respect for their order. Yet your applied
efforts are again thwarted by the subtle rituals of these
machines. You receive a card in exchange for your first five
dollar bill. When you offer this card to the machine where
your clothes now reside, its letters indicate a new dilemma.
You insert this new card into the first machine and find that
its worth is not five but zero dollars. Nowhere on the
premises can you determine the exact cost for the soap to
be applied to your clothes, swirled, and then rinsed and
whisked. You therefore offer the card machine not one but
two more of your five dollar bills in quiet solemn succession.
When at last you proffer this card to the washing machine, it
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Critical Response

Love Poem

Observational Item: Here is an excerpt from a science fiction

Fahrenheit. Books are hated and feared. They show the
pores in the face of life. Only comfortable people want only
the wax moon faces: poreless, hairless, expressionless.
People don’t like reading as much as others. In the book
that I’m writing about, there are two people. The two guys’
names are Hercules and Antaeus. They’re both a legend.
They’re very strong. They stand so firmly. They’re very nice
people. They’re not only nice, but they are very friendly as
well. They always love and loved helping people with any
problems that anyone had. Hercules and Antaeus have
never gave up on another. Even if they fight, they always
forgive the other. They can’t live without the other. They’re
best friends and a legend.

novel about Guy Montag, a fireman whose job it is to burn
books. In this scene, Faber, a retired professor of English,
talks about the books that Montag burns. Following this
excerpt is a poem by a famous American poet. Read the
excerpt and the poem. Then answer the question.
Compare how the structure of the excerpt and the structure
of the poem lead both Montag and the poem’s speaker to
greater awareness. Include specific details from the excerpt
and the poem to support your answer.

The Tuft of Flowers. This poem talks about not being around
people. I have social anxiety, so I really love this one: how it
was sad, then happy. I can really relate to this because I am
back. I have recovered what was broken. It was very
touching to me. “Butterfly had lit upon / Nevertheless, a
message from dawn.” This has to be my favorite part. It is
very good because it means that a butterfly became a little
bit happier, but the sadness was still inside hiding. “Some
men work together and some work apart.” This is more
about someone keeping to themself and not really opening
up about what they’re sad about. I love this poem.
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